IN MOST OF the priority-queuing literature, the priority class that a customer belongs to is assumed to be an inherent quality over which the customer has to control. However, in real-life situations, customers who are motivated by the urgency of their service would like to influence the determination of their priority degree. In such cases, depending on the state of the system at the moment of arrival, customers may even decide not to join the system at all, i.e., balk, and look for service elsewhere.
The arrival stream to the service station arises because of the customers' potential benefit from being served. We assume that, upon completion of service, a customer is endowed, on the average, with a reward of u monetary units; in other words, u is the average value of the service. On the other hand, to reflect the customer's alternative value for his time, we assume that the waiting-time cost is c monetary units per unit time (the same for all customers).
Moreover, a customer who joins the system is charged a service fee (toll) of &i monetary units whenever he chooses to join the ith queue. Obviously, there is a strictly higher toll charge to join a higher-priority queue, and we will follow the convention of letting j<i whenever queue j has priority over queue i (and thus 0 > Oi).
The customer's decision as to which priority class to purchase or, rather, to balk is based on economic considerations: the toll fee plus the expected cost of the time spent in the system (termed in the sequel the expected service cost) is required not to exceed u. If the minimum expected service cost is greater than u, the customer balks without being served. (We refer to this assumption as the cost constraint).
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The service station is assumed to be a profit-making organization that is interested in maximizing its average income per unit time. A service facility operating under such a procedure collects money through the tolls that joining customers pay to purchase their priority classes. This is true, for example, in a commercial computer center where a newly arrived customer is allowed either to purchase his priority class by paying a predetermined service charge, or to balk and go to a competitor.
THE MODELS
A SINGLE SERVER dispenses service to an infinite number of potential customers. The arrival process is a homogeneous Poisson process with parameter X. (This stream includes customers who leave the competitors and arrive at our station.) Service times are assumed to be independent identically distributed exponential random variables with mean 1/,u. We restrict our analysis to the steady state. A newly-arrived customer, knowing all the information regarding the state of the system, is allowed to purchase, out of M available priority classes, his class, or to balk. The set of toll fees 0= IOi: i=1, 2, *, M; i> Oj if i<j} is determined by the service station so as to maximize its average income per unit time. An arrival who decides to pay the amount of Ok (k = 1, 2, * -, M), is assigned to the kth priority class. Within each priority class the FIFO rule is practiced. In the sequel we consider the preemptive-resume and head-of-the-line (nonpreemptive) priority regimes where no losses are involved.
Two cases are analyzed: I. A nonmonopoly service station where a customer has an option to leave and get service elsewhere. We reflect this by assuming u to be a positive finite number.
II. A monopoly service station where a customer does not have the option to leave, no matter how high the service cost is; i.e., u is infinite.
Our purposes in this paper are: (i) optimal decision policies for newly arrived customers, and (ii) an optimal set of toll fees for the service station. Obviously, (i) and (ii) are highly correlated.
Recently some papers dealing with related models have been published. Kleinrock141 has studied the case where a newly arrived customer decides which priority to join without any specific prior knowledge of the current state of the system. Naor[51 and Yechiali"7'81 have studied various cases where customers can either join a single queue or balk. Balachandrant3] determined the best (and stable) prices to be paid by customers on arrival for a system with an infinite number of classes where only one or two customers are allowed in each class. We assume that all customers behave 'rationally' and their optimal policy is calculated by taking into consideration that every arrival follows the same reasoning. Let b,,k. be the expected service cost of a newly arrived customer who observes state s= (X1, X2) and decides to join the kth (k= 1, 2) queue. Hence,
and bs2= cWu(s)+02.
In the case where min (bk1, bs2) > u, the customer balks. Hence, for all histories and for all states, the optimal policy is a stationary nonrandomized one. We now show that the optimal policy is not only a nonrandomized one but is of the 'control-limit' type; i.e., there exists an integer n2* such that the optimal join-ing strategy is a control-limit rule of the form: whenever s= (X1, X2), join queue 2 (i.e., purchase priority 2) if and only if X2<n2*.
To see this, consider an arrival who observes the state s = (r -1, j) and elects to purchase priority 1 by paying 01. This action is taken because this relation holds: 01+rclA < 02+cW.
(r-1, j ).
Let us assume that a customer observing s = (r, j) decides to pay 02 and to join queue 2; his decision is made because 02+cW. (r, j)-< 01+ (r+ 1 )c/,.
Relations (7) and (8) (iii) u_ 01+c/Mu; this is the interesting case where both queues are active. Let us consider the service station at its idle period, i.e., in state s = (0, 0). If the customer who initiates a busy period decides to pay a toll fee of 01 and to join queue 1, then, in view of our previous discussion, all the future customers will follow his decision and no customer will join queue 2, i.e., the optimal control limit n2* is zero. Otherwise, customers join queue 2 until, for some state s= (0, j), j>0, the best decision is to join queue 1. This j is the optimal control limit and we set n2*=1 An arrival who meets the system in state s = (r, n2*) joins queue 1, until, for some rl (r = r1), the expected service cost is greater than u. We denote by ml the largest r that still satisfies the cost constraint. A newly arrived customer who observes Note that, no matter how high the load on the system is, the cost constraint eliminates the possibility of saturation.
Consider a service station in state s = (0, j). For a control limit n2 and maximum of ml customers in queue 1, let HM (q, j), (q <g < n2) be the expected time elapsed from the moment a customer becomes the (q+l)th customer in queue 2 until the moment when he departs. Being an optimal control limit, n2 must satisfy In a nonpreemptive discipline, an arrival who observes the system in state s = (0, j) and decides to join the first queue is admitted for service only at the completion of the current service. By using the same arguments as in the previous case, we arrive at the conclusion that, in this case too, the optimal purchasing policy is a stationary nonrandomized one of a control-limit type. However, in this case, we may encounter states of the form s = (r, n2* -1), r= 1, 2, , iM1. An arrival who observes s= (r, n2*1), r=1, 2, *, ml-1, joins the first queue. This is true since, if it pays for a customer who observes s= (0, n2*) to join queue 1, then it also pays to join the first queue while observing s = (1, n2*-1). In both cases the expected service cost of joining queue 1 is 01+2c/, and joining queue 2 means paying a toll fee of 02 and waiting for the completion of the service of n2* customers and all future customers that will join queue 1. Clearly, a newly arrived customer balks if he finds the system in either state s = (m1, n2*-1) or state s = (m1-1, n2*); hence, the maximum number of customers in the system is now ml+n2* -1. Thus, for s = (X1, X2), if 0 <X1 < ml, then X2 = n2* or X2=n2*-1, and if Xi = 0, then X2=0, 1, 2, , n2 . In the event that X1 >0 and X2=n2*, the currently served customer belongs to queue 2, but, in the case where X1> 0 and X2 = n2*-1, the current customer belongs to queue 1.
Few modifications are needed in the calculation of n2*. Since preemptions are not allowed and 01> 02, the optimal control limit is never zero. The necessary and sufficient condition for a positive integer n2 to be the optimal control limit n2* takes the form 02+cH.n (n2-1, n2) < 01+2c/cl < 02+cHfl.+? (n2, n2+ 1).
This equation replaces (11). Owing to the fact that a service is uninterruptable, we have II2 (O, j ) = 114.
(j= 1, 2, ,n2) (21) Equation (21) replaces (19).
In addition, since a customer balks when the system is in state s = (m1 -1, n2) and the average time elapsed from the moment when there are i customers in queue 1 until, for the first time, there are (i-1) customers in queue 1 is (1 -pml-i+l)/ {A (1-p) (the capacity is limited to ml), then the analogous of equation (17) 
M> 2 Priority Classes
This is a generalization of the case discussed previously where there were only two priority queues. Upon arrival, a customer who requires that the expected service cost will not exceed u monetary units is supplied with the following information:
(i) The set of toll fees 0= {OA: i = 1, 2, , M; As < 0 j iff i >j }.
(ii) The number of customers in each priority queue Xi, i= 1, 2, , M. Accordingly, the customer makes an irrevocable decision as to which queue to join or to balk. Paying a toll fee of OA, the customer joins the end of the ith queue 
The calculation procedure is recursive. We begin with queues f and f+1 and apply the equations of the section on two priority classes with mf and nf?+ replacing m1 and n2, respectively. The value of nf?+ that satisfies (26) is the optimal control limit of the (f+ 1 )th queue nf?1. To calculate nf?2, we consider queues f+ 1 and f+2.
We combine thefth and (f+ 1 )th queues to one queue in which the maximum number of customers is mf+n4?l.
[Note n*?1 has been calculated in the previous step.] We apply again the equations of the section on two priority classes with (mf +n*l ) and nf+2 replacing ml and n2, respectively. The value of nf+2 that satisfies (25) The generalization in this case is not simple. It is easy to show that the optimal policy is a stationary nonrandomized one and let us assume that it is of a control-limit type. The index of the highest-priority active queue f is determined as the smallest integer that satisfies u _ Of +2c/,l.
We will demonstrate the difficulties in the generalization of this case through a simple example. Let us consider a special case where there are four active queues, namely, queues numbered f, f+ 1, f+2, and M=f+3. s = (0, Xf+l, nf+2, nf+3) knows that the server attends to a customer who belongs to  the (f+3 )th queue. However, one who meets s = (0, Xf+1, nf+2, nf+3 -1) does not know whether the currently served customer belongs to the (f+2)th or (f+l)th queue. Moreover, the calculation of the probabilities that specify the queue that the currently served customer belongs to seem to be difficult, and is left for further research. Since the maximum effect of the existence of a customer in a lowerpriority queue [in our example, the (f+2)th or the (f+3)th queues] on the expected service cost of a newly arrived customer is equivalent to adding an additional customer ahead of him in his class [in our example, the (f+1 )th], good approximations may be obtained by using the same approach as in the previous case. To overcome this difficulty we may assume that the server (operator) informs an arrival to which queue the currently served customer belongs (an assumption that is not unrealistic).
An arrival who observes

Optimal Pricing for the Service Station
As was mentioned previously, the service station is a profit-making organization that collects money through the toll fees. Its objective is to determine a set of prices 0 = I 0: i= 1, 2, *, M, 0i < j iff i>j} so as to maximize its average income per unit time. However, any change in the set of toll fees causes an immediate change in the customer's behavior. For instance, increasing the level of the toll fees, i.e., retaining the same difference i-Oi+l for i= 1, 2, *, M-1 but increasing OM, affects the calculation of the set of optimal control limits through the values of f and mf. Under the assumption described previously, it is clear that, for any set of toll fees, the number of customers in the system is distributed as in an M/M/1/Nf model, where Nj= Zyno*, (j=f+l,f+2, ,M) (28) and
where f is given by (23). Thus, the maximum number Nf of customers in the system is a function of the u and 0. (In the case of nonpreemptive regime and M= 2, the maximum number of customers in the system is ml+ n2*-1. ) A customer who arrives at an empty station joins the Mth queue (lowest priority). This policy is followed until a newly arrived customer who observes nM customers, all of whom are in the Mth queue, decides to join the (M-1 )th queue. Now, an arrival who observes more than nM* but less than nM*+nM*- 
The objective of the service station is to find a set of toll fees 0 = {O,, 021 that maximizes z. On the other hand, the objective of the customers is to find the control limit n2* that minimizes their expected service cost. Note that n2* is a function of 0. Since we deal with a system with only two queues, we term the first and the second queues as the high-and the low-priority queues, respectively. The procedures for obtaining the control limits are identical to the ones specified in the sections on the nonmonopoly case.
As for the optimal pricing, the service station's objective is to maximize Z=X0MMZX=-O PX+X0M-l1ZxNM Px+ **+XO2Zx=N3 px+X~lgi.N2 p.
(37)
where, in this case, the steady-state probabilities distribution {px} is the same as in P=O. For the discussion to be meaningful, we assume that OM is a bounded constant and that its value is determined by some other considerations and is not under the control of the service station. (Otherwise, we set 0X = so for all i. ) As an example, we consider the preemptive-resume regime with M = 2 priority classes. The station's objective is to find 01 so as to maximize Z = X02+X (01_02)pn2*. 
